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ABSTRACT This paper presents the design and application of the modified relay feedback test (MRFT)
auto-tuning method to the PID voltage-mode control of dc-dc buck converters. The proposed method,
which also includes a set of tuning rules, does not require knowledge of the converter or load parameters,
and produces a controller with near-optimal dynamic performance for virtually any dc-dc buck converter.
The proposed MRFT auto-tuning also guarantees a specified phase margin. An important feature of the
MRFT auto-tuning is that it is non-complex and thus practical, consisting of a simple test stage and a
quick tuning stage. In the test stage oscillations are excited using the MRFT algorithm, and the frequency
and amplitude of these oscillations are measured. In the tuning stage, these measurements are used with
the pre-designed tuning rules to calculate PID controller parameters. The designed MRFT auto-tuning is
evaluated experimentally by using it to auto-tune four different dc-dc buck converter designs, where in each
case parameters of the converter are unknown to the auto-tuning algorithm. The experimental results show
good performance of the MRFT auto-tuned controller in all cases. A mathematical proof that the MRFT
auto-tuning guarantees a specified phase margin is also provided.

INDEX TERMS Auto-tuning, dc-dc converters, digital control, modified relay feedback test.

I. INTRODUCTION
The constant evolution of digital controllers with improved
speeds and lower cost-to-performance ratio has led to their
increased adoption in switching power converters, where
analog controllers used to be prevalent [1]. Unlike its analog
counterpart, the digital controller can be re-tuned as needed,
and does not suffer from controller parameter variation due
to component ageing. Digital controllers can also implement
more complex control algorithms that can achieve various
performance goals. This has encouragedmore research on the
auto-tuning of digitally-controlled dc-dc converters [2]–[23].
Auto-tuning refers to the automatic online tuning of a con-
troller upon a user/event prompt or at pre-set intervals.

A. BENEFITS OF AUTO-TUNING IN POWER CONVERTERS
Commercial converters, especially those manufactured in
volume, typically have their controller tuned based on an esti-
mated analytical model that uses nominal component values,
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as it is not feasible to measure the actual value of the compo-
nents for every converter in the line. Analytical models used
for this purpose typically represent only the major dynamics
of a system, neglecting minor dynamics such as smaller
delays and non-linearities, and often disregarding some or
all of the parasitic effects. Auto-tuning on the other hand is
performed online on the actual converter after deployment
in an application environment, and so it captures the actual
component values, thereby eliminating errors related to com-
ponent tolerance, ageing, and parasitic effects. Auto-tuning
also accounts for the actual value of the connected load, and
includes the influence of the input capacitance of a next-stage
converter.

Auto-tuning methods may be categorized into parametric
and non-parametric ones. All auto-tuning methods begin with
a test to excite the system’s dynamics. A system identification
may then be performed, and the controller is tuned based
on the identified system. In this case, the auto-tuning is
called parametric. But if system identification is skipped and
tuning is done immediately after the test, the auto-tuning is
referred to as non-parametric. The present paper proposes
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a non-parametric auto-tuning of a digitally-controlled dc-dc
buck converter that can be used on a converter with vir-
tually any combination of filter inductor (L), filter capac-
itor (C), resistive load (Ro), and switching frequency (fsw)
values. The proposed auto-tuning consists of a short test stage
in which oscillations are excited under certain conditions,
followed by a tuning stage in which the measured ampli-
tude and frequency of the excited oscillations are used in
pre-designed tuning rules to obtain near-optimal PID param-
eters. A review of related literature is first given before the
proposed auto-tuning method is explained.

B. REVIEW OF DC-DC CONVERTER AUTO-TUNING
METHODS
In [2]–[6], the test stage of the auto-tuning uses a
pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) to excite the con-
verter’s dynamics. The PRBS is a digital approximation
of white noise that is easy to generate and frequency-
rich. The PRBS signal is added as a small perturbation to
the steady-state duty-cycle input. The cross-correlation of the
input PRBS and the excited output, followed by a Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT), provides the converter’s frequency
response (FR) in discrete form (as real and imaginary data).
In [2], the PRBS test is applied to a forward dc-dc converter,
and the obtained FR data is used to perform full parametric
identification of the system using a least-squares method.
A direct digital design approach is then used to tune the con-
troller to achieve the desired closed-loop response. While the
test stage duration is not long, the online system identification
stage involves minimizing a cost function, which could take
appreciable time. In [3] the FR data obtained after exciting
the buck converter with PRBS is used in a multi-stage pro-
cedure to directly tune the controller without identifying the
system’s parameters. Tuning goals in [3] include obtaining
the specified phase margin, achieving high bandwidth, and
limiting output voltage perturbations during the test stage.
Work in [3] is further extended in [4] where it is applied to
a buck converter with different damping levels, as well as
to a boost converter in both continuous and discontinuous
conduction modes (CCM and DCM). While good controller
designs are achieved in [3], [4], a disadvantage is that tuning
is done in multiple stages of several iterations each. This may
not be highly reliable when it comes to practical applica-
tion. It is also noted that in [3], [4], the system operates in
open-loop mode during the test stage. In [7], the classic chirp
signal is used for excitation, and a DFT is used to obtain the
system’s FR. However, the test stage duration is considerably
long.

Another important class of dc-dc converter auto-tuning is
that based on the relay feedback test (RFT) [24]. The RFT is
performed by replacing the controller with a relay and oper-
ating the system in closed-loop. The relay can be operated
around the steady-state duty-cycle, D, such that when the
relay is ON a small perturbation (h) is added to D, and when
relay is OFF h is subtracted fromD. The relay function of the
RFT is described by the following equation, where u(t) is the

control command produced by the relay, and e(t) is the error
signal given by the difference between the reference r(t) and
the output y(t).

u (t) =

{
D+ h, e (t)> 0
D− h, e (t)< 0

(1)

The RFT produces oscillations at the system’s phase cross-
over (−180◦) frequency; the amplitude and time period mea-
surements of the excited oscillations may then be used for
tuning the controller. In [8] these measurements are used with
the Ziegler and Nichols (Z-N) tuning rules to auto-tune the
PID controller of a dc-dc buck converter. However, the Z-N
rules do not allow for the specification of the gain or phase
margin, and stability itself is not guaranteed – except when
a proportional-only controller is used. In [9], a modified
RFT-based auto-tuning is applied to a dc-dc buck converter.
An integrator is placed in series with the relay to add an
extra 90◦ phase shift, which excites oscillations at approxi-
mately the LC resonant frequency of the converter. Tuning
is not done using tuning rules, but rather through an iterative
procedure. First, one zero of the PID controller is placed at the
LC resonant frequency, while the second zero is iteratively
tuned to meet the desired phase margin. Finally, the propor-
tional gain is iteratively tuned to achieve the desired band-
width. A disadvantage of this method is the requirement for
several tuning stages, with some involving iterations, which
may not be favorable in practical application. Also, since the
first stage excites the system at the LC resonant frequency
where the converter’s gain is highest, tuning is performed at
a voltage below the nominal (during the soft-start), which
means that the auto-tuning can only be performed during
startup and not when the converter is in normal operation.
This is another practical limitation of the auto-tuning in [9].
A modified version of this work is presented in [10], where
only time-period measurements of the RFT oscillations are
used in order to avoid errors associated with amplitude
measurements. However, the tuning part of the method still
involves several stages that include iterations. Similar work is
reported in [3] for a dc-dc buck converter with a wide range
of capacitive loads.

Also based on RFT, in [11] sustained oscillations are
excited in a dc-dc buck converter by reducing the resolu-
tion of the digital PWM, which imitates the relay action.
Integral-only control is maintained during the test stage. Sys-
tem identification is then performed, and a stored lookup table
is used to select the controller coefficients. Though tuning is
simpler thanmethods in [3], [4], [9], and [10], a tradeoff exists
between the size of the stored lookup table and the number of
possible discrete control laws. In [12] a parametric approach
is adopted for the auto-tuning of a dc-dc buck converter.
Using Fourier analysis of the RFT results, the buck converter
transfer function is identified. Tuning rules developed offline
are then used to calculate controller parameters. However,
it is required to measure the time it takes from the moment
of applying the relay until sustained oscillations start. Such
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parameter may be difficult to measure experimentally with
reasonable accuracy, and this work has not been verified
experimentally. In [13] another parametric tuning based on
the RFT is reported, where a PID controller is tuned based on
an identifiedmodel, with the goal of achieving a certain phase
margin. However, both the identification and PID parameter
calculation are seemingly done offline, and it is not clear
whether the identification and PID tuning are simple enough
to be easily automated.

Different from auto-tuning, continuous adaptive tuning is
suggested in [14], [15]. Small perturbations are injected dig-
itally on top of the duty-cycle input while the system is oper-
ating in closed-loop, and PID parameters are continuously
adjusted to meet design goals such as bandwidth and phase
margin. Advantages of such approach include maintaining
regulation during tuning, and continuous adaptation to system
changes. Experimental application of such scheme to a dc-dc
buck converter operating in CCM is reported in [14], and for
CCM and DCM operation in [15]. A disadvantage of such
adaptive methods, as pointed out in [4], is the requirement of
some prior knowledge of the converter to ensure that param-
eter update rates do not lead to instability. A major challenge
also is handling the situation where the desired closed-loop
performance cannot be achieved. Other auto-tuning methods,
using various test/tuning techniques and applied to different
dc-dc converters, are found in [16]–[23].

As seen from the above, methods reported in the literature
vary widely in terms of technique, duration, etc. The RFT-
based method in [8] has very simple test and tuning, but
the tuning is simplistic and yields a moderate performance.
Methods such as [2]–[4] and [9], [10] report good tuning,
but they either take significant time to auto-tune, and/or
have some level of complexity in the tuning. A practical
auto-tuning should have short and simple test and tuning
stages. This may be achieved by using general knowledge
of the system to develop tuning rules offline, which would
reduce the online tuning effort, thus making the auto-tuning
faster and less complex. While references [12] and [13] adopt
such approach, they involve computations that are quite com-
plex. Also as mentioned earlier [12] is not experimentally
verified, and for [13] it is not clear whether the approach
can be easily automated. The present work uses the modified
relay feedback test (MRFT) [25] auto-tuning method, which
is based on a powerful coordinated test and tuning concept.
With a single set of pre-designed tuning rules (being the
major contribution of this work), the presented method may
be used for the auto-tuning of a wide range of designs of
a digital PID-controlled dc-dc buck converter. Advantages
of the MRFT auto-tuning method are: (i) the auto-tuning is
simple, fast, and reliable; (ii) it guarantees a certain specified
gain or phase margin; (iii) it provides near-optimal dynamic
performance; (iv) it does not require knowledge of any of
the converter or load parameters; (v) has a minimal impact
on the converter’s operation; and (vi) it is a small program,
so in most cases it can be easily added to the existing digital
controller.

MRFT auto-tuning has been theoretically demonstrated
on process systems such as flow, level, and temperature
loops [25]. In this work it is applied to a switching power
converter, which is more challenging and unique due to the
fast dynamics of the system and the presence of PWM. The
main contributions of the present work are:

1. Design and application of the MRFT auto-tuning to
dc-dc buck converters. This includes producing a test
parameter and coefficients of the tuning rules that are
optimal for the class of dc-dc buck converters. This
ensures near-optimal dynamic performance for any
dc-dc buck converter within a wide range of dc-dc buck
converter designs; the range of designs is specified in
section III-B.

2. Implementation of the MRFT on a dc-dc switching
buck power converter, which is non-trivial use of the
MRFT, due to the use of PWM in the converter.

3. Experimental results for four different buck con-
verter test designs to verify that the designed MRFT
auto-tuning with the proposed optimal tuning rules
can be successfully applied to different buck converter
designs without knowledge of any of the converter’s
parameters.

4. Mathematical proof that the specified phase margin is
guaranteed by the MRFT auto-tuning method with the
proposed tuning rules.

Section II gives an overview of the MRFT auto-tuning
method and provides proof that the method guarantees the
specified phase margin. Section III explains the procedure
used to develop the proposed optimal tuning rules, which
is done through a two-layer optimization with the objective
of obtaining near-optimal dynamic performance. Section IV
provides experimental results for the MRFT auto-tuned
controller and compares its performance to that of a non-
auto-tunable controller designed optimally with full knowl-
edge of the system. Finally, section V provides concluding
remarks.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE MRFT AUTO-TUNING METHOD
The MRFT auto-tuning is a PID controller tuning method
consisting of a simple test stage and a quick tuning stage.
A PID controller of the following form is used, where Kc
is the proportional gain, Ti the integral time and Td the
derivative time.

Wc(s) = Kc

(
1+

1
Tis
+ Td s

)
(2)

It is usually impossible to design a single controller to fit a
wide range of converter designs, since different L, C , R, and
fsw would require significantly different PID parameters. But
it is indeed possible to design tuning rules to fit a wide range,
which is achieved in this work. The format of the PID tuning
rules of the MRFT auto-tuning method are as follows, where
coefficients c1, c2, and c3 are positive constants [25].

Kc = c1Ku, Ti = c2Tu, Td = c3Tu (3)
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Ku and Tu are outputs of the test stage that will be explained
shortly. The coefficients of the tuning rules (c1, c2, c3), as well
as a test parameter (β), must be selected (i.e. designed)
before the online MRFT auto-tuning is conducted. However,
it is helpful to have an understanding of the online MRFT
auto-tuning process (i.e. the test and tuning stages) before
the selection process of the set (β, c1, c2, c3) is discussed.
Finding the optimal set of (β, c1, c2, c3) is addressed later in
section III.

A. DESCRIPTION OF TEST STAGE OF THE MRFT
AUTO-TUNING
The test stage of the MRFT auto-tuning method is performed
by replacing the PID controller with a modified relay and
running the system in closed-loop, as shown in Fig. 1 (a),
whereWp(s) is the plant to be controlled. The modified relay
is described by the following discontinuous control [25]:

u (t) =



h, if
e (t) ≥ −βemin

or
{e (t) ≥ −βemax & u (t−) = h}

−h, if
e (t) ≤ −βemax

or
{e (t) ≤ −βemin & u (t−) = −h}

(4)

where 0 < β < 1, and emax and emin represent the last
maximum and last minimum of the error signal e(t), respec-
tively. u(t−) is the control output immediately prior to time t .
Fig. 1 (b) provides a diagrammatic illustration of the test stage
of theMRFT auto-tuningmethod. The test is startedwith emax
and emin set to zero. Since u(t) is always non-zero, oscillations
start to develop in y(t) and e(t). Every time a minimum (emin)
or maximum (emax) is recorded, the corresponding switching
condition (−βemax or −βemin) for the upcoming half-cycle
is updated. The MRFT thus acts as a hysteretic relay with
a dynamically-changed hysteresis value that depends on the
amplitude of oscillations (emax or −emin), which typically
stabilizes after a few transient cycles such that emax = −emin.

In the context of the dc-dc converter, a straightforward
method to run the test is to disable the pulse-width modu-
lation (PWM) and let the MRFT relay directly control the
converter switches, so that when the relay is ON, the main
switch is turned ON, and when the relay is OFF, the main
switch is turned OFF. But since the MRFT frequency is
typically much lower than the PWM frequency, switching
at the MRFT frequency will result in an increased ripple
in both the inductor current and the output voltage. The
present work adopts a more appropriate approach of double-
modulation, where the PWM is still maintained during the
test stage, and the MRFT modulation is only superposed
on top of it. This is done by setting the relay output, u(t),
to either D + h (when the relay is ON) or D – h (when the
relay is OFF), where D is the nominal duty cycle output by
the controller at steady-state just prior to application of the
MRFT, and where h is a small perturbation (e.g. 3% of D).

FIGURE 1. Block diagram and illustrative waveforms of the MRFT
algorithm.

In such approach, the MRFT oscillations appear superposed
on top of the nominal output voltage. In terms of gate pulses,
the MRFT manifests as a series of slightly wider PWM
pulses corresponding to the D+ h duty-cycle and lasting for
Tu/2, followed by a series of slightly narrower PWM pulses
corresponding to the D − h duty-cycle and also lasting for
Tu/2, where Tu is the time period of the MRFT oscillations.
The advantage of the adopted approach is that the converter
maintains the switching frequency it was designed for even
during the test stage, thus maintaining an acceptable level of
ripple. This minimizes the impact of the MRFT auto-tuning
on the converter, making it possible to take place even during
normal operation (in most applications). The modified relay
in such approach is expressed in (5) below. Compared to (4),
the relay of (5) includes D. Also, the relay in (5) has been
modified to allow for both positive and negative values for β,
whereas (4) could only be used for positive values of β.

u (t) =



D+ h, if
{e (t) ≥ −βemin & u (t−) = D− h}

or
{e (t) ≥ −βemax & u (t−) = D+ h}

D− h, if
{e (t) ≤ −βemax & u (t−) = D+ h}

or
{e (t) ≤ −βemin & u (t−) = D− h}

(5)

Let the amplitude of the MRFT oscillations once they have
stabilized be a0 = emax = −emin. Also let �0 = 2π /Tu be
the measured frequency of oscillations (in rad/s). The term
Ku in (3), called ultimate gain, is calculated as follows [25]:

Ku =
4h
πa0

(6)
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This completes the test stage. For improved accuracy,
Tu and a0 are best computed as an average over a few oscil-
lation cycles. The tuning stage is then simply to calculate
Ku using (6), then calculate the updated PID parameters
using (3).

B. CONDITIONS FOR GUARANTEEING SPECIFIED PHASE
MARGIN
The theory of the MRFT auto-tuning method states that
selecting (β, c1, c2, c3) as per the following constraints would
guarantee the specified phase margin, ϕm, for any arbitrary
system [25], [26].

c1
√
1+ ξ2 = 1

β = sin
(
φm − tan−1 ξ

)
,where ξ = 2πc3 −

1
2πc2

(7)

A mathematical proof of this, not previously presented,
is given here. The harmonic balance, described by the equa-
tion below, should be satisfied at frequency�0 (i.e. when the
oscillations have stabilized) [27]:

Wp (j�0)N (a0) = −1ÔWp (j�0) = −
1

N (a0)
(8)

where N (a0) is the value of the describing function (DF)
of the modified relay at a0. Let b be the hysteresis of the
modified relay, where b = |βemax | = | − βemin| = βa, for
any amplitude of oscillations, a. The general expressions for
N (a) and −1

/
N (a) are given by:

N (a) =
4h
πa

√
1−

(
b
a

)2

− j
4h
πa

(
b
a

)
=

4h
πa

(√
1− β2 − jβ

)
−

1
N (a)

= −
πa
4h

(√
1− β2 + jβ

)
∣∣∣∣ 1
N (a)

∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣−πa4h ∣∣∣
√(√

1− β2
)2

+ (β)2 =
πa
4h

(9)

6

(
−

1
N (a)

)
= 6

(
−
π

4
a
h

)
+ 6

((√
1− β2 + jβ

))
6

(
−

1
N (a)

)
= −π + tan−1

β√
1− β2

= −π + sin−1 β

(10)

Fig. 2 shows the Nyquist plots of Wp(jω) and −1
/
N (a).

The plot of −1
/
N (a) is a ray starting from the origin and

extending in proportion with a, forming an angleψ = sin−1β
with the negative real axis. The state of sustained oscillations
is represented by the intersection of the two plots, occurring at
frequencyω = �0, and expressed mathematically as follows:∣∣Wp (j�0)

∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣− 1
N (a0)

∣∣∣∣ = πa0
4h
=

1
Ku

(11)

FIGURE 2. Nyquist plot of plant and the negative reciprocal of the
relay’s DF.

6 Wp (j�0) = 6

(
−

1
N (a0)

)
= −π + sin−1 β (12)

The result in (11) is based on a substitution using first (9)
then (6). Next, Wc(jω) needs to be evaluated at the state of
sustained oscillations (i.e. at�0). The expression forWc(j�0)
is given below, where (11) is used to substitute for Ku.
Wc (j�0) = Kc

(
1+ 1

jTi�0
+ jTd�0

)
, or

Wc (j�0) =
c1∣∣Wp (j�0)

∣∣ (1+ jξ)
= c1Ku

(
1+ j

(
2πc3 −

1
2πc2

))
|Wc (j�0)| =

c1∣∣Wp (j�0)
∣∣√1+ ξ2 (13)

6 Wc (j�0) = tan−1 ξ (14)

It is recalled from basic control theory that phase margin
is measured at the frequency where gain of the open-loop
response, |Gol(jω)|, is 1. The first criterion in (7) states that
c1
√
1+ ξ2 = 1 is a condition for obtaining a phase margin

of ϕm. Therefore, if at �0 we have |Gol(j�0)| = c1
√
1+ ξ2,

then |Gol(j�0)| = 1 and the criterion is verified. Expressing
Gol(j�0) as a function ofWp(j�0) andWc(j�0) results in the
following:

Gol (j�0) = Wc (j�0)Wp (j�0)

ÔGol (j�0) =
c1∣∣Wp (j�0)

∣∣ (1+ jξ) ∣∣Wp (j�0)
∣∣ ejWp(j�0)

ÔGol (j�0) = c1 (1+ jξ) ejWp(j�0)

Ô |Gol (j�0)| = c1
√
1+ ξ2

This proves the first criterion in (7). The second criterion
in (7) is verified by considering the expression for 6 Gol(j�0).
Since it was established that �0 is the frequency at which
|Gol(j�0)| = 1, as a consequence 6 Gol(j�0) should be
–π + ϕm. Expressing 6 Gol(j�0) in terms of 6 Wp(j�0) and
6 Wc(j�0) and using (12) and (14), the following is obtained:

6 Gol (j�0) = 6 Wp (j�0)+ 6 Wc (j�0)

Ô− π + φm =
(
−π + sin−1 β

)
+ tan−1 ξ
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Now the expression of β from the second criterion in (7) is
substituted to finally verify the second criterion.
−π+φm =

(
−π + sin−1 sin

(
φm − tan−1 ξ

))
+tan−1 ξ =

−π + φm

III. OPTIMIZING THE TEST PARAMETER β AND THE
TUNING RULES
As mentioned earlier, the MRFT auto-tuning guarantees a
specified phase margin provided the test parameter (β) and
the tuning rules coefficients (c1, c2, c3) satisfy the two criteria
given in (7). But the MRFT auto-tuning can also be designed
to provide near-optimal dynamic performance, as explained
next. It is first noted that (7) has two conditions but four vari-
ables β, c1, c2, c3. Therefore, two degrees of freedom exist
in choosing these variables, and this is used to address the
problem of optimizing the dynamic performance while still
guaranteeing the desired phase margin. It is also worth noting
that, as will be shown, this optimal selection is performed
offline and once, i.e., it is not part of the online auto-tuning.
In subsection A, the model of the dc-dc buck converter system
that forms the basis of the optimization procedure is derived.
In subsection B, a grid representing the range of dc-dc buck
converter designs to which the developed MRFT auto-tuning
can be applied is formed. Finally, the optimization procedure
is detailed in subsection C .

A. MODEL OF DC-DC BUCK CONVERTER
A digitally controlled synchronous buck converter, operating
in voltage-mode control, is considered for the implementation
of the MRFT auto-tuning. The general schematic of such
converter is given in Fig. 3. The output voltage (vo) goes
through a sensing circuit that includes an anti-aliasing filter.
A resistive load (Ro) is assumed for this work. Rs is used
to sense the inductor current (IL) for protection purposes.
In practical buck converters, ESR of the output capacitance
is lowered by combining larger capacitor(s) that have a rel-
atively higher ESR with smaller ceramic capacitor(s) that
have a lower ESR.C1 represents the larger capacitor(s), while
C2 represents the smaller capacitor(s). RL , RC1, and RC2 are
the parasitic resistances of L, C1, and C2, respectively. The
transfer function from d to v′′o for the buck converter of Fig. 3,
excluding the vo sensing gain and excluding the anti-aliasing
filter, is given in Gbuck (s), as shown at the bottom of the
page, where Co is the total output capacitance (including C1
and C2), RC is the total capacitor ESR of Co, and R′L is the
sum of the parasitic RL , Rs, and the ON resistance of the
conducting switch. τ represents the total delay in the system,
and is given by 1.5Ts, where sampling and control accounts
for one sampling period (Ts) and triangular PWM accounts
for 0.5Ts.

FIGURE 3. Schematic of the digitally-controlled dc-dc buck converter.

For the auto-tuning to be useful, it should be applicable to a
wide range of converter designs, whichmay be represented by
assigning a range to every variable inGbuck . But with somany
variables inGbuck , a very large number of combinations exist,
which would require a very lengthy optimization process.
Gbuck must therefore be simplified. The first simplification is
to ignore the anti-aliasing filter, which is justifiable since its
cutoff frequency is well above the buck converter dynamics.
Constant scaling terms (such as Vs and the step-down gain of
the vo sensor) are removed, as they will be compensated for
in the controller proportional gain. Next, assuming Ro � R′L
and Ro � RC , the terms (1+RL /Ro) and (1+RC /Ro) are
approximated to 1; the product RCR′L is very small and so
can be approximated to 0.

The final and most significant simplification is related to
total ESR (RC ). If high-ESR buck converters are considered,
terms containing RC cannot be neglected, and RC should be
treated as a variable in the TF and should be assigned a range.
But in this work, for simplicity, only the case of low ESR
is considered. As a result, the numerator ESR zero, as well
as the term Co(RC + R′L + RCR′L /Ro) in the denominator’s
s-coefficient, may be eliminated. However, despite some sim-
plifications of the model used for designing optimal tuning
rules, the robustness is still present in this tuning due to the
fulfillment of the phase margin constraints, which do not
depend on the model used. The final simplified TF is given
below:

Gbuck (s) =
e−τ s

LCos2 + L
Ro
s+ 1

Let T1 =
√
LCo and T2 = L

/
Ro. Gbuck is said to have

three situational parameters, which are T1, T2, and τ . The
situational parameters may be reduced to two through use of
the scaled Laplace variable s′ = T1s, which results in the TF
below having only τ

/
T1 and T2

/
T1 as situational parameters.

Gbuck (S) =
e− τ

T1
S′

S′2 + T2
T1
S′ + 1

(15)

Gbuck (s) = e−τ s
Vs (RCCos+1)

LCo
(
1+ RC

Ro

)
s2 +

(
Co

(
RC + R

′

L +
RCR

′

L
Ro

)
+

L
Ro

)
s+

(
1+ R

′

L
Ro

)
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B. GRID OF TFS REPRESENTING RANGE OF BUCK
CONVERTER DESIGNS
In order to obtain a realistic range of TFs covering practical
buck converter designs, basic component-sizing equations are
utilized. The following equation may be used to size L in a
buck converter [28]:

L =
Vo(1−D)
KLIofs

,

where Vo and Io are the nominal output voltage current,
respectively.KL is a coefficient related to the inductor current
ripple that is typically set between 0.2 and 0.3 for a buck
converter. KL = 0.3 is chosen to get the minimum L, since
L will be scaled up later. The nominal duty-cycle (D) is taken
as 0.5. Noting that the ratio of Vo to Io is equal to the load
resistance (Ro), the minimum inductance (Lmin) is given by:

Lmin=
0.5Ro
0.3fs

=
5
3
Ro
fs
. (16)

The design criteria for Co in case of low ESR is given
below [28], [29], where KCo is the desired maximum percent
ripple in the output capacitor voltage.

Co=
1
8fs

KLIo
KCoVo

TakingKC as 1%, the following expression is obtained for the
minimum inductance, Co−min:

Co−min=
1
8fs

0.3Io
0.01Vo

=
15
4

1
fsRo
=

3.75
fsRo

. (17)

Defining scaling factors αL for L and αC for Co, and
using (16) and (17), the situational parameters and thus the
expression for Gbuck in (15) may be rewritten as follows:

T1 =
√
LCo =

√
αLLminαCCo−min =

5
2

√
αLαC

fs

T2 =
L
Ro
=
αLLmin
Ro

=
5
3
αL

fs

Ô
τ

T1
=

0.6
√
αLαC

and
T2
T1
=

2
3

√
αL

αC

Gbuck (S) =
e−

(
0.6
√
αLαc

)
S ′

s′2 +
(
2
s

√
αL
αC

)
S ′ + 1

(18)

Comparing the characteristic polynomial in the denom-
inator of (18) to the standard second order system format
of (s2+ 2ζωn +ω2

n), the damping factor ζ is found to be
0.33
√
αL
/
αC , while the natural frequency ωn is 1. By con-

sidering all combinations of αL and αC from 1 to 10, a whole
range of converters are represented. An illustration of this in
grid format is provided in Fig. 4. Finally, to further justify
the approximation of neglecting the ESR, its effect is repre-
sented to some extent by increasing the damping (ζ ) in (18).
This is done by making sure αL ≥ αC , which results in ζ
being ≥ 0.33. A total of 55 TFs (shown as shaded boxes
in Fig. 4) are obtained after applying the criterion αL ≥ αC .
The TFs are numbered serially from 1 to 55, with the TF
number appearing in the respective box in Fig. 4.

FIGURE 4. Grid of TFs representing the range of buck converter designs.

C. OBTAINING THE GLOBALLY OPTIMAL (β, c1, c2, c3)
Obtaining optimal tuning rules can mathematically be formu-
lated as the problem of optimization under uncertainty [30].
In the MRFT auto-tuning method, the globally optimal set
of (β, c1, c2, c3) is obtained using a two-stage optimization
process, as suggested in [26], [31]. In the first stage, the opti-
mal set of (β, c1, c2, c3) for every TF in the grid of Fig. 4 is
obtained through the optimization of the converter’s dynamic
performance in simulation, as further explained in subsection
C.1. These are referred to as the locally optimal sets. The
performance criterion used is the ‘‘integral of time weighted
absolute error’’ (ITAE) – though any other time-domain or
frequency-domain criterion, or a combination of them, may
be used. The ITAE is calculated using (19), where X is the
vector [β, c1, c2, c3], t0 is the time instant at which the
transient occurs, and ts is the settling time.

ITAE (X) =
∫ t0+ts

t0
(t − t0) |e(t − t0,X)| dt (19)

In the second stage, one of the produced locally optimal sets
of (β, c1, c2, c3) is chosen to define global optimal tuning
rules. This selection is done on the basis of least-worst per-
formance relative to the locally optimal case, as explained in
subsection C.2 below. This is referred to as the ‘‘principle of
least performance degradation’’, because the used tuning rule
is optimal only for one specific set of converter parameters
but is used for all converters. The numerical optimizations are
performed usingMATLAB and Simulink. Below is a detailed
explanation of the two stages of the offline optimization:
C.1. Obtaining locally optimal (β, c1, c2, c3) sets
Let Gbuck−n, n = 1 to 55, represent the 55 TFs in the

grid of Fig. 4. The locally optimal (β, c1, c2, c3) set for
each Gbuck−n is obtained using an iterative procedure that
utilizes the MATLAB fminsearch function – which is based
on the Nelder-Mead simplex direct search algorithm [32].
Each iteration consists of the following 3 steps:

1. The test stage described by the block diagram of
Fig. 1 (a), with Wp(s) = Gbuck−n and using the mod-
ified relay of (5), is simulated in Simulink using the
initial/current β. Tu and a0 obtained from the simula-
tion are recorded.
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2. PID controller coefficients are calculated from (3)
using the Tu and a0 from step 1 and the initial/current
(c1, c2, c3).

3. Using the PID controller obtained in step 2 and the
current Gbuck−n, a closed-loop simulation of a step in
Vref is performed and the ITAE is calculated using (19).

The fminsearch function updates the set (β, c1, c2, c3)
after every iteration of steps 1-3 to result in a lower ITAE.
It is ensured at every iteration that the new (β, c1, c2, c3)
set still satisfies the constraints in (7). Iterations of steps
1-3 are repeated until the improvement in ITAE is below
a specified tolerance. This is repeated for all the Gbuck−n,
n = 1 to 55. The final output of the first stage of the
optimization is therefore a group of locally optimal sets (βn,
cn1, c

n
2, c

n
3) for n = 1 to 55, where each (βn, cn1, c

n
2, c

n
3) results

in the lowest ITAE for the corresponding Gbuck−n.
C.2. Obtaining the globally optimal (β, c1, c2, c3) set
The second stage of the optimization applies the principle

of ‘‘least performance degradation’’ to obtain a globally opti-
mal set of (β, c1, c2, c3). This is done as follows:

1. Using β1 (from the locally optimal set of Gbuck−1),
MRFT is simulated for Gbuck−1 to Gbuck−55. Respec-
tive MRFT measurements,Tu1n and a01n (for n = 1 to
55) are recorded.

2. Now using c11 , c21 , and c31 (from the locally optimal
set of Gbuck−1), along with Tu1n and a01n (for n = 1 to
55) from the previous step, a PID controller C1n (s) is
designed for each of Gbuck−1 to Gbuck−55 using (3).
Thus, C1n (s) is based on Gbuck−n and the set (β1, c11,
c12, c

1
3) that is locally optimal to Gbuck−1.

3. Next, eachGbuck−n is simulated in closed-loop using its
corresponding PID controller from the previous step,
Cn
1 (s). For example: Gbuck−1 and C11 (s), Gbuck−2 and

C12 (s), and so on are simulated. Each time the cor-
responding ITAE, denoted ITAE1n (for n = 1 to 55)
is recorded. The single maximum (worst-case) ITAE,
ITAE1n , is then found.

4. Steps 1, 2, and 3 are repeated using (β2, c12 , c22 , c32 ) to
obtain ITAEn2 for n = 1 to 55, and ITAEn2 is recorded.
This is repeated until all worst-case ITAEs, ITAEkn for
k = 1 to 55, are recorded.

The globally optimal set, (β∗, c∗1, c
∗

2, c
∗

3), is the set with
the lowest max

n=1,2,...55
ITAEkn . In other words, it is the set that

results in the least performance degradation when applied
to all converters in the considered range. This completes
the second and final stage of the optimization.
The two-stage optimization process described above was

carried out on a PC with an Intel Core i7-4700MQ 2.40 GHz
CPU and 16 GB RAM, and it took about five hours to
complete. Constraints used include restricting φm in (7) to the
range [20◦, 60◦], restricting c2 to [0.1, 100], and considering
only positive values for c1 and c3. Another constraint was to
consider only β ≥ −0.2, since large negative values of β
result in MRFT oscillations of higher frequency, whereas it is
desired to have a lower MRFT frequency in order to get more

ADC samples per cycle of MRFT oscillation – which enables
higher accuracy. The set (β3, c31, c

3
2, c

3
3) was found to result in

the least performance degradation among all sets, and is thus
taken as the globally optimal set; it resulted in a phase margin
of φm = 35◦, and had the following numerical values:

β∗= −0.2, c∗1= 0.69, c∗2= 1.14, c∗3= 0.19. (20)

In other words, using the coefficients in (20) to tune a
controller for every other Gbuck−n system in the considered
range resulted in the least performance degradation from the
locally optimal performance, ITAE3

3. The worst-case ITAE,
expressed as max

n=1,2,...55
ITAEn3, was found to be only 13%

greater than the locally optimal case ITAE3
3.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A dc-dc buck converter prototype similar to that depicted in
Fig. 3 is used for experimental verification. ATMS320F28335
digital microcontroller is utilized; the PWM frequency is set
to 200 kHz, and the sampling rate is also set to 200 KHz
and is synchronized with the PWM. Ro can be electroni-
cally switched between two values to provide load transients
for controller testing. Nominal input supply voltage (Vs) is
9 V while the reference output voltage (Vref ) is 2 V. Four
different combinations of L and C1 are used in the exper-
iments to provide different test cases for the MRFT auto-
tuning. The values considered for L are 4.8 µH and 10 µH.
Capacitance C1 consists of two parallel Aluminum-polymer
(low-ESR) capacitors; the values used are 2 x 220 µF and
2 x 330 µF. Capacitance C2 is made of three parallel 22 µF
ceramic capacitors and it is not changed.

FIGURE 5. Experimental MRFT oscillations in vo (20 mV/div, 200 µs/div).

A. MRFT AUTO-TUNING OF THE PID CONTROLLER
A.1. Step 1 of MRFT Auto-tuning: Test Stage

Auto-tuning is initiated upon the user’s command, though
it can also be programmed to run according to a schedule
or based on an event. MRFT auto-tuning is first demon-
strated using the combination L = 4.8 µH and C1 = 2 x
220 µF. Using the value of β from (20), the MRFT is run
and experimentally measured oscillations (in vo) are shown
in Fig. 5; a short transient of around two cycles is followed
by steady MRFT oscillations. These oscillations are captured
by the ADC, and the microcontroller measures Tu and a0 as
an average over all oscillation cycles – excluding the short
initial transient of one or two cycles. This concludes the test
stage.
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FIGURE 6. Experimental MRFT oscillations (blue) and relay status (red).

A.2. Step 2 of MRFT Auto-tuning: Tuning Stage
The tuning stage is automatically started right after the

completion of the test stage, and it is simply to compute the
new PID controller coefficients from (3) using the measured
a0 and Tu and using the (c1, c2, c3) from (20). Ku is obtained
using (6). Tu came out to be 138 µs while Ku was 11.4 V−1.
This concludes the short and practical MRFT auto-tuning.
The result is a PID controller that guarantees a phase margin
of 35◦ and produces near-optimal transient performance.

Before the evaluation and discussion of the performance
of the auto-tuned controller, some notes on the auto-tuning
process itself aremade. Fig. 6 shows theMRFT oscillations as
captured by the ADC, which are recorded in microcontroller
memory as contiguous ADC samples. Also shown in Fig. 6 is
a plot of the relay’s output, where +1 (relay ON) indicates
that the output of the relay block is D + h, while −1 (relay
OFF) indicates that the output of the relay block is D − h.
The vo ADC samples are marked by blue circles whereas the
relay status samples are shown as red stars. It is noted that the
sampled vo signal of Fig. 6 does not contain switching ripple,
which allows for accurate measurement of a0 and Tu by the
controller. Absence of the switching ripple is attributed to the
filtering provided by the anti-aliasing LPF, as well as due to
the sampling being synchronized with the PWM. It is also
noted from Fig. 5 that the amplitude of theMRFT oscillations
is relatively low, being < ±0.045 V around the nominal
2 V (i.e., ∼2%). This is because in the proposed MRFT
auto-tuning, oscillations are excited at a frequency corre-
sponding to a phase angle of –(180◦ – sin−1β) = –191.54◦

(i.e. β = –0.2), which is well after the LC resonant frequency
that occurs around −90◦. The gain (from d to vo) at this
point is quite low, resulting in moderate oscillations, which
is an advantage of the MRFT auto-tuning over methods such
as [9], [10] which excite oscillations at the LC resonant
frequency. Another advantage noted from Fig. 5 is that oscil-
lations last only for a short duration. The whole test lasts
for around 1.7 ms, which includes about 9 stable oscillation
cycles, plus the short initial and final transients. If desired,
the test may be further shortened by using less cycles. For
example, if only 5 stable cycles are used, the test duration
would only be about 1 ms.

B. PERFORMANCE OF THE MRFT AUTO-TUNED
CONTROLLER
Two tests are conducted with the MRFT auto-tuned PID con-
troller. First, a step in Vref from 2V to 2.2 V is applied; results
are shown in Fig. 7(a). The overshoot in vo is less than 4% of

FIGURE 7. Responses of vo (pink, 100 mV/div) and io (blue, 0.25 A/div).

TABLE 1. PID Controller Parameters for MRFT Auto-Tuned and Optimal
Controllers for all four Experimental Designs.

the steady-state 2.2 V. In the second test, a step in the output
current (io) from 0.27 A to 1.27 A is applied; the resulting
waveforms are shown in Fig. 7 (b). The undershoot in vo is
around 7%. Both results represent satisfactory performance
for the MRFT auto-tuned controller, especially that this first
test setup used conservative values L = 4.8 µH and C1 = 2 x
220 µF, which provided low damping.

C. MRFT AUTO-TUNING FOR SEVERAL CONVERTER
DESIGNS
In order to show the versatility of the MRFT auto-tuning, it is
tested on four different buck converter designs made with
the different L and C1 combinations described earlier. The
MRFT auto-tuning is run on each design, and the resulting
PID controller coefficients are given in Table 1. To better
judge the performance of the MRFT auto-tuned controllers,
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TABLE 2. Phase Margin (PM) in degrees, Gain Margin (GM) in dB, and
Bandwidth (BW) in kHz obtained with MRFT Auto-Tuned and Optimal
Controllers.

FIGURE 8. Measured frequency response of the four buck converter
designs along with Bode plots of Gbuck for various combinations of
αL and αC .

a manually-tuned optimal controller is used for comparison.
The procedure used to design this ‘‘optimal controller’’ is as
follows. For each converter design, experimentally measured
FR data is first obtained with the aid of the Texas Instruments
Software Frequency Response Analyzer (SFRA) tool [33].
A high order TF is fitted to this FR data, and the TF is used to
simulate the response to a Vref step. A controller that gives
the lowest ITAE is obtained through an optimization with
MATLAB’s fminsearch. It is noted that this optimal controller
differs from the MRFT auto-tuned controller in that it is
optimized only for the given converter design and cannot be
re-tuned to other converters, and that it does not guarantee a
specific gain or phase margin. So while the optimal controller
is expected to perform better, it is not practically feasible as it
requires an identification followed by a software optimization
for every converter that is manufactured. MRFT auto-tuning
on the other hand requires neither an identification nor an
online optimization. The PID controller coefficients of the
optimal controller for each of the four converter designs are
also given in Table 1 alongside the PID coefficients of the
MRFT auto-tuned controllers.

D. PLANT AND OPEN-LOOP BODE PLOTS FOR ALL
DESIGNS
Fig. 8 shows the measured frequency responses (FR) of
the four converter designs obtained using the SFRA tool

FIGURE 9. Open-loop responses for the four buck converter designs
using the experimentally measured plant responses and the designed PID
controllers.

(solid lines), and also gives Bode plots of the analytical model
(Gbuck ) for a few combinations of αL and αC (dashed lines)
– but using Gbuck with the regular s and not the scaled s′ to
allow for direct comparison with the measured FRs of the
converters. Fig. 8 illustrates the wide range covered by the
grid of Fig. 4. For example, with αL = 1 and αC = 1,
the resonance is above 10 kHz, while at the other extreme
with αL = 10 and αC = 10, the resonance is just above 1 kHz.
Intermediate frequencies with different levels of damping are
shown as well. It is also noted that the measured FRs of the
four experimental designs lie well within the range defined
by the grid – with the exception that experimentally measured
FRs show excess phase lag at higher frequencies.
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FIGURE 10. Design #1 (10 µH, 660 µF): vo response for 2V→2.2 V step
in Vref .

FIGURE 11. Design #2 (10 µH, 440 µF): vo response for 2V→2.2 V step
in Vref .

Next, Bode plots of the open-loop responses (based on the
measured converter FRs and the designed controllers), are
shown in Fig. 9. Gain/phase margins are extracted for the
four converter designs and given in Table 2. The bandwidth
is obtained using the corresponding closed-loop FR data and
is also given in Table 2. It is seen from Table 2 that the
phase margin obtained by MRFT auto-tuned controllers in
designs 3 and 4 is only about 3◦ above the designed value
of 35◦, while for designs 1 and 2 it is only 6◦ less than 35◦.
These offsets from the specified phase margin are attributed
tominor errors in themeasurement of Tu and a0, and the small
inaccuracy in applying the designed hysteresis (βa0) due to
limited number of samples per cycle of MRFT oscillation.
The optimal controller has similar phase margin for designs

FIGURE 12. Design #3 (4.8 µH, 660 µF): vo response for 2V→2.2 V step
in Vref .

FIGURE 13. Design #4 (4.8 µH, 440 µF): vo response for 2V→2.2 V step
in Vref .

3 and 4 but is better in designs 1 and 2. As for gain margin
and bandwidth, MRFT and optimal controllers are quite close
in all cases. This is expected since both controllers share
the same design objective of minimizing ITAE following a
step in Vref – but with the major difference that in MRFT
auto-tuning this is achieved through a simple auto-tuning
process that can be performed on any converter, whereas the
optimal controller only applies to the specific converter and
requires a lengthy design process.

E. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR ALL FOUR DESIGNS
Finally, experimental results for the dynamic performance of
theMRFT and optimal controllers are given in Figures 10-17.
Figures 10-13 provide results for a step change in Vref .
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FIGURE 14. Design #1 (10 µH, 660 µF): vo response for 0.27A→1.27A io
step.

FIGURE 15. Design #2 (10 µH, 440 µF): vo response for 0.27A→1.27A io
step.

The overshoot of the MRFT auto-tuned controller is larger
than that of the optimal controller for three of the designs
but is lower for one design. Settling times are very similar
for all designs. This is expected, since the optimal con-
troller is designed for the specific converter using full knowl-
edge of the converter’s FR. But while the optimal controller
is non-auto-tunable, the MRFT controller can be retuned
upon any change in the system’s parameters or operating
point. Figures 14-17 provide results for a step change in
the load. The MRFT auto-tuned controller performs equally
well as the optimal, and in some cases even better. This
is not unexpected, since the optimal controller is designed
to perform optimally for a step in Vref and not a step
in Io. To summarize, the overall performance of the MRFT

FIGURE 16. Design #3 (4.8 µH, 660 µF): vo response for 0.27A→1.27A io
step.

FIGURE 17. Design #4 (4.8 µH, 440 µF): vo response for 0.27A→1.27A io
step.

auto-tuned controller is quite satisfactory in all designs, and
so is expected to perform well in any buck converter design.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the design and implementation of the
MRFT auto-tuning method applied to a digitally-controlled
dc-dc buck converter. MRFT auto-tuning is simple and reli-
able; it consists of short and simple test and tuning stages
and does not require any knowledge of the converter or load
parameters. The main contribution of the this work is the
design of the MRFT auto-tuning for the class of dc-dc buck
converters by selecting the test stage parameter (β) and the
coefficients of the tuning rules (c1, c2, c3) through a two-stage
optimization process, with the objective of producing a con-
troller that provides near-optimal dynamic performance for
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a converter randomly picked from a wide range of dc-dc
buck converter designs. To verify the MRFT auto-tuning
method with the designed set of (β, c1, c2, c3), experimental
results for the auto-tuning on four different buck converter
designs are provided. The results show good performance of
the designed controllers, even though no prior knowledge of
the converter or load parameters is used. Mathematical proof
that the specified phase margin is guaranteed by the MRFT
auto-tuningmethod is also provided in the paper. The simplic-
ity and short duration of theMRFT auto-tuning, alongwith its
ability to provide near-optimal dynamic performance, makes
it a viable option for the auto-tuning of digitally-controlled
converters. Suggested future work includes applying the
MRFT auto-tuning method to other types of converters and
loads, which requires the design (optimization) of new tuning
rules.
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